Dear Sir,
I very aware that Australia has a long history of discrimination.
I do not believe that some "legislation" will eradicate this attitude that pervades our society. [I have
great difficulty accepting that Islamics do, or will, honestly accept any anti-discrimination concepts
your team may have]
But I am very fearful that I am about be further discriminated against, by proposals to amend
legislation that will punish me, for pointing out that some "lifestyles" and "sexual preferences" have
serious health and cultural "problems".
This Nation already has much legislation that is crippling the ability to stand on our own. Less and
less are personal business, community and cultural decisions able to be made without crippling
penalties and fees on one hand, and outrageous "grants" on the other, that prevent the true cost of an
activity, or allow the true reward. This goes for those activities that are horrendously expensive, both
in their implementation and the resulting consequences, and the contrary - the simple benefits and
rewards that are enjoyed by doing it yourself or with volunteer co-operation of others. [I personally
would love to fund many activities that I believe would be of fantastic benefit to our community - but
am happy to persuade privately, others to join with me - into entering into law abiding ventures that
accept the private risk/reward of doing so.]
The Christian God rewards those who voluntarily honour Him - His society is fully capable of running
on 10% - distributed voluntarily according to a pattern in His Life Reference Manual - He rewards
according to His externally established Legislative process. We all will one day meet Him to find out
how we have done. Our parliaments call upon Him each session that He may guide them [you] in their
[your] deliberations.The prayer and hope is that the desire of our founding fathers of this Nation may
be listened to - and that you consult this "Life Reference Manual" and It's Author before you act.
Yours Sincerely
Phillip Ellery
FrPhil
http://worldebible.com/psalms/1.htm

